
THE ONLY REUSABLE 
CUP YOU NEED.

HAND-BLOWN GLASS.
PLASTIC FREE.
CHEMICAL FREE.

@solcups
solcups.com



We’re SoLful - For the fun loving, passionate and emotional. 

We’re for those who live with their hearts on their sleeves. 

We care about more than just having fun, we want to protect 

our world and the people in it too. We’re passionate about 

creating a better, more positive world, one cup at a time. 

Leading the way in sustainable design doesn’t mean we take 

ourselves too seriously though, life’s too short for that.



SoL chooses Hand Blown Glass as it has a sleek and sexy design. 

SoL is strong, lightweight and 100% plastic free, as well as 

being microwave and dishwasher safe. Best of all, it is made 

from naturally abundant materials – namely sand – and is far 

less permeable than plastics. Meaning our hand blown glass 

won’t absorb residual tastes, odours or germs, and won’t leach 

chemicals (known to be endocrine disruptors in the body) into 

your beverage. As a result, SoL Cups offer purity of taste. Your 

drink is fresher and cleaner, and you’ll have zero concerns for 

your health.

WHY GLASS?



Each year in the UK 2.5 
billion disposable cups 
are thrown away.

Furthermore, chemicals used in 
the composition of single use 
coffee cups contribute to various 
health risks such as autoimmune 
disease. 

The UK drinks approximately 95 
million cups of coffee per day… 
meanwhile, next to none of these 
cups are recycled. 

SoL’s Co-Branding is a great way to postion your brand’s logo onto our range 

of premium quailty sustainable products. We can colour match your logo to any 

Pantone colour and have orders turned around in approximately 2 weeks.

SOL CO-BRANDING



WHITE WAVE

SOL 8oz

PERFECT PINK

RADIANT ROSÉCOOL GREY SEASIDE SLATE

COASTAL CREAM YUMMY YELLOW

ROCKET RED

COOL CYAN

BLUE STONE

DEEP SEA GREEN

BASALT BLACK

MYSTIC MAUVE

WINTER BONDI BLUE



RADIANT ROSÉSEASIDE SLATE

WHITE WAVE PERFECT PINKCOASTAL CREAM

COOL GREY

SOL 12oz

ROCKET RED BLUE STONE BASALT BLACKWINTER BONDI BLUE

YUMMY YELLOW COOL CYAN DEEP SEA GREENMYSTIC MAUVE



SOL 16oz

COOL GREYRADIANT ROSÉ SEASIDE SLATEPERFECT PINK WINTER BONDI BLUE DEEP SEA GREEN BASALT BLACKBLUE STONECOOL CYAN



RADIANT ROSÉSEASIDE SLATE PERFECT PINKCOASTAL CREAMWHITE WAVE

SOL BOTTLES

COOL GREY WINTER BONDI BLUE DEEP SEA GREEN BASALT BLACK EACH BOTTLE COMES WITH A 
WATERPROOF POUCH AND BRUSH 

BLUE STONECOOL CYAN



SOL STRAW KIT
Meet our Straw kit - this kit comes 

with x3 straws all with a cleaning 

brush and hemp carry bag.

SOL POUCH

SoL pouches are a great way to store your coffee cup after you have finished.
Also doubles as versatile food contianer or makeup pouch!



FOR ALL SALES ENQUIRES 
CONTACT: 

CARLA@SOLCUPS.COM

WWW.SOLCUPS.COM

@SOLCUPS


